December 16, 2011 NIST Smart Grid Privacy Subgroup Meeting Notes

Minutes by Rebecca Herold

Please send this distribution list any necessary corrections or additions.

Next full group teleconference meeting:

   **Friday January 13, 2011 at 11:00am edt**

Here are my summary notes from the meeting:

1. **Past meeting notes**

2. **Team Updates**
   a. Third Party Team: Brent Struthers (team lead)
      - Brent: Getting close to wrapping up the 3rd party data sharing protection. Meeting today. Will send before the holiday break.
   b. Privacy Use Cases Team: Christine Hertzog (team lead)
      - Christine: Doing a lot of work. Still trying to get draft cleaned up to send to full group by holiday break.
   c. PEV Team: Mike Coop (team lead)
      - Coop not on the call.
      - Tanya: Meeting scheduled for Monday.
   d. NSTIC Team: Krystina Schaefer/Amanda Stallings (team leads)
      - Still on hold
      - Rebecca: Anything foreseeable in 2012?
      - Tanya: Have gotten quite a bit of funding ($16.5 million) from NIST to do work in 2012
      - Ken: Does Smart Grid have comparable funding by NIST?
      - Tanya: No, it is less
   e. Training and Awareness Team: Rebecca Herold (team lead)
      - Rebecca: Reviewed updated set of Training and Awareness slides for PUCs. Made a few tweaks.
      - Ruth: Why the pointer to FTC?
• Rebecca: That is for general information to businesses on privacy that they need to consider.
• Rebecca: Determining next group: leaning towards Consumers

3. Miscellaneous

a. Rebecca received the following from Charles Palmer at Acute Technology:
   • Presentation from the November European Smart Grid Security and Privacy Conference, in Amsterdam:
   • Additional information he provided: "At present our work has established a proof of concept…Perhaps you could share our work with the NIST CSWG members?"
   • Tanya: I have experience with smart cards.

b. Ken Wacks: Colleague writing a paper on privacy. Any information about court subpoena for smart meter data, and what are the consequences?
   • Rebecca: Retention in general is an important issue to address.
   • Ken: Business opportunities for meter data. A company said they can data mine data meter and send info to consumers. Also discussed reactive power. Looks at the phase difference.

c. Meetings are every other Friday

d. Next full group meeting will be Friday, January 13.

e. If you know of any speakers who would be interesting and useful to provide a discussion for our group, let me know.

f. Other issues or news related to smart grid privacy?

Thanks,

Rebecca